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SUMMARY

Introduction: Exposure to music has become an interest among experts in hearing and acoustics, once it’s related

to the professional and social activity and to the high prevalence of Hearing Loss.

Objective: To investigate musicians auditory health.

Method: 30 musicians participated in the study and were submitted to specific interview, conventional and high-

frequency tonal audiometry, tympanometry and transient-evoked and distortion-produced otoacoustic

emissions.

Results: 17% of the participants presented an audiogram that suggested Noise-Induced Hearing Loss, 7% normal

with notch and 7% with other characteristics. The frequency thresholds average of 3, 4 and 6kHz

presented a more intense level when compared to the one of 500, 1 and 2kHz; as well as the high

frequency audiometry thresholds average when compared to the conventional audiometry. There was

a threshold positive correlation with the age and time of profession. There hasn’t been found transiently

evoked otoacoustic emissions in 26,7% (right ear) and 23,3% (left ear), as well as in isolated frequencies

in distortion-produced evoked otoacoustic emissions.

Conclusion: Alterations were observed in tests with no complaints of hearing difficulties; the otoacoustic emissions

test presented more sensitivity in the early detection of hearing alterations; musicians present a significant

risk of developing hearing loss.
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INTRODUCTION

Today one of the scientific production themes in the

area of audiology and environment health is the noise in

leisure activities and the risks to hearing (1). Therefore, the

phonoaudiology has been superseding the clinical and

therapeutic limits and leading its work to preventive

actions.

Nowadays we live in a noisy world, we are exposed

to high sound pressure levels in some work places, in the

streets and in leisure activities, specially when it comes to

the younger population.

The exposure to music has become a subject for

studies among the specialists in hearing and acoustics,

since this exposure is related to the professional and social

activity. The exposure pursuant to amplified music leads

to auditory fatigue, the temporary change of the hearing

threshold is only one of its manifestations (2-4) and may be

associated to the sound perception, reduction of the

frequency selectivity, temporal resolution as well as the

space resolution in some sound levels (5); such exposure

may cause discomforts such as stress (6-7) and auditory

problems that range from a simple headache to a noise-

induced hearing loss.

Certain studies have verified the noise intensity

present in night clubs and concluded it may cause hearing

loss, once the present noise intensity ranged from 78dB to

111dB NPS (8) and from 96 dB to 103dB NPS (9), which

exceed safe levels.  A great acoustic discomfort environment

and hearing loss risks for orchestra musicians was found

where the sound levels indicated an average of 90 dB(A),

with peaks reaching 110dB(A) (10).

The time of exposure and the intensity to which the

individual is exposed are directly related to the hearing

loss. As the PAIR evolves, the individual begins to report

the difficulty to understand the speech, specially in the

presence of noisy environments. Non-auditory symptoms

may also be present, such as buzz, irritation, dizziness,

headache, gastric disorders, sleep disturbance, concentration

capacity reduction and others (11).

Nowadays, the interest in the early diagnosis of

auditory changes has been increasing due to the fact the

corticopathy quickly affects the hair cells, responsible for

the sound transduction, and taking into account the

researches indicate the presence of auditory changes in

the absence of complaints, that are not commonly detected

in the conventional audiologic battery of tests, other

methods have been used to identify auditory alterations

early.

According to studies performed, the (AT-AF) High

Frequencies Tonal Audiometry consists of an instrument

for the early diagnosis of auditory changes coming from

some etiologic agents such as ageing, exposure to ototoxic

drugs and occupational noise.

Aiming at checking the AT-AF application in the

PAIR’s early diagnosis, a study (12) examined a thousand

workers with record of intense noise exposure, with

intensity ranging from 95 to 115 dB NPS. It was confirmed

that the changes in the threshold of the high frequencies

(10kHz to 20kHz) occurs before the low frequencies

(500Hz to 6kHz).

Considering the exposure to high levels of sound

pressure is frequent in this profession, it’s important to

research the existence of auditory changes traces in this

population. Thus, the objective of this study was to

investigate the musicians auditory health as well as review

what is the method with a greater sensitivity for the early

diagnosis of auditory changes.

METHOD

The study was accomplished in a Phonoaudiology

clinic and was approved by the Ethics Committee in

Research of the Organization where it was performed,

according to process no. 159/2004 and all participants

signed a Free and Clear Authorization Term.

The criteria established for inclusion of participants

in the sample were: individuals who acted in the profession

of musician for more than 2 years; musicians who were

exposed to noise levels equivalent or higher than 85

dBNPS, which were verified by means of the environmental

noise measurement; individuals aged between 18 and 40

years. As an exclusion criterion, we determined: presenting

neurological, psychiatric and/or cardiac problems; using

ototoxic medication; presenting hearing deficiency with

determined etiology.

The criteria used for exclusion of the sample indivi-

dual were obtained by means of specific interview.

As procedures for this work the noise level evaluation

in the working place and the participants’ audiologic

evaluation were adopted.

For the evaluation of the noise level in the

working place, the sound pressure level meter

INSTRUTERM, model DEC 405, was used and calibrated

before each measuring session and it was freed from

possible errors caused by temperature variation or

atmospheric pressure and adjusted in the weighting
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curve “A”, slow response, according to technical norm

recommended (13).

All measurements were made in decibel (dB(A)),

with the equipment placed at a distance of approximately

15 centimeters from the participants’ ears. Such measuring

was carried out by a specialized technician and occurred

after prior request of authorization by the responsible for

the establishments where the workers remained. The

measurements were carried out and in all places a noise

level higher than 85 dBNPS was obtained.

For the audiologic evaluation, the participants were

advised to make an auditory rest of 14 hours. The following

proofs were applied: specific interview, external auditory

meatus clinical inspection, tympanometry, (AT-AC)

conventional threshold tonal audiometry, logoaudiometry,

(AT-AF) high frequency tonal audiometry and otoacoustic

emissions.

In the specific interview, we performed a survey of

identification data, family antecedents, Hearing Impairment

risk indicators, general and auditory health, occupational

environment, leisure habits, medication use etc.

The external auditory meatus clinical inspection

was made to check for obstacle on the performance of the

specific proofs.

The tympanometry was made to check the middle

ear state. An imitanciometer Siemens model SD 30 was

used.

In the conventional threshold Tonal Audiometry,

we carried out a research on the auditory threshold in the

frequencies of 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 6000,

8000 Hz, for the right and left ears. We used warble tone.

The audiometry results were analyzed according to the

ranking proposed in the literature (14), normal, equal

thresholds or lower than 25 dB; normal with incision:

lowering in one of the frequencies of 3, 4 or 6kHz; PAIR

suggestive tracing: although the thresholds are still above

25 dB, there is a lowering in the frequencies of 3, 4 or

6kHz; others: with thresholds greater than 30 dB in some

frequency that doesn’t correspond to the PAIR suggestive

tracing.

In the logoaudiometry we researched the (SRI)

speech recognition index by means of words list and (SRT)

speech recognition threshold.

In the high frequency tonal audiometry we

researched the auditory threshold in the frequencies of

9000, 10000, 11200, 12500, 14000 e 16000 Hz, for the

right and left ears. We used warble tone. For AT-AC,

logoaudiometry and AT-AF we used audiometer, Siemens

make model SD 50, with earphone HAD 200.

The otoacoustic emissions test was carried out in

acoustically treated rooms by means of the Otodynamics

Ltda ILO 292 Research OEA System equipment, aiming at

evaluating specifically the external hair cells through the

presence or absence of the responses record. The criterion

used for the presence of (EOE-T) transient stimulus evoked

otoacoustic emission was that proposed in the literature

(15), deemed to be present where the general reproducibility

was larger or equal to 50% with response amplitude, signal/

noise relation, larger or equal to 3 dBNPS in at least three

consecutive frequencies evaluated and probe stability higher

than 80%. The record absence was also separately reviewed

by frequency range, that is, where there was absence in at

least one of them. The EOE-T’s’ research was made in the

frequency ranges of 1000, 2000, 3000 and 4000 HZ.  The

stimulus was of non-linear click type with adequate intensity

between 79 and 83 dB NPS. The (EOE-DP) distortion

product evoked otoacoustic emissions records were studied

considering the responses occurrence and amplitude.  By

presenting 2 pure tones simultaneously, with different

frequencies (f1 and f2) and respecting the relation f1/f2=

1.22, the stimuli intensities met the relation L1 = 65 dB NPS

and L2 = 55 dB NPS. The response DP1 (2f1-f2) was

considered present where the emission amplitude exceeded

6 dB the noise level (S/N > 6 dB).

As statistical methods we used the Spearman

correlation coefficient, Friedman’s test and Wilcoxon’s test.

The Spearman correlation coefficient was computed

considering age, time in the profession and time of daily

exposure with the audiometric thresholds in the different

frequencies researched.   The Friedman’s test was used for

comparison between the tonal thresholds in order to check

for any frequency that could be more affected. The

Wilcoxon’s test was used for comparison between the

tonal thresholds obtained in the high frequencies between

the right and left ears. In the abovementioned statistical

tests we adopted a level of significance equal to 0.05.

RESULTS

The casuistics of this study was composed by 30

participants of both genders, 27 of male sex and 3 of

female sex with a minimal age of 18 year and maximal age

of 37 (average: 25.2 years and standard deviation: 5.19

years).

As far as the beginning of the professional activity is

concerned, 3 participants (10%) informed they began their

professional activity in less than 5 years, 13 participants

(43.33%) mentioned a duration of work from 5 to 10 years
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and 14 participants (46.66%) have worked for more than

10 years. The professional activity time average was of 9.1

years, with a standard deviation of 3.76 years.

When we researched the daily time exposure to

amplified music, 13 participants (43.3%) informed they are

exposed between 1 and 4 hours, 11 participants (36.6%)

stated the daily exposure is between 4 to 7 hours and 6

participants (20%) with exposure time between 7 to 10

hours. The participants’ average daily exposure is 4.7 hours

and standard deviation of 2.24.

The specific interview data analysis confirmed that

regarding the noise subjective sensation, 100% of the

participants informed they work in highly noisy places.

Although they considered the working place to be noisy,

the discomfort caused by the noise was not frequent. When

we asked about the occurrence of the auditory complaint

type, the participants’ mostly mentioned symptom was

buzz, followed by the difficulty of understanding speech in

noisy environments.

As to the level of recognition on the auditory loss in

the work, 100% of the participants were aware of this,

however they could only say it was harmful for the hearing.

In the external auditory meatus clinical inspection,

all of them were able to make specific proofs.

We obtained a record of type A tympanometric

curve, bilaterally in 100% of the participants, which indicated,

however, the middle ear didn’t interfere with the results

obtained.

In the conventional threshold tonal audiometry, the

review was made according to the classification proposed

in the literature (14), and it distributed the cases as follows:

69% of the participants had normal hearing, 17% had a

PAIR suggestive audiogram, followed of 7% of the

participants who presented a normal audiogram with

incision and 7% with other configurations.

Such results were also analyzed as to the averages

of frequencies of 500, 1.000 and 2.000 Hz and 3.000, 4.000

and 6.000 Hz, aiming at checking for a lowering in the

highest frequencies, as recommended (16-7). These data

may be observed in Chart 1.

The logoaudiometry made by means of the LRF

confirmed the tonal audiometry results by respiratory

passages in all the participants, and the IRF also presented

results compatible with the threshold found in all participants.

Chart 2 shows the average and standard deviation in

the tonal thresholds in AT-AF for OD and OE.

Upon research of the correlation between the

participants’ age and the tonal thresholds in high frequencies,

we observed a positive and significant correlation in the

frequencies of 12.500 Hz (OD: r= 0,506 p= 0,004; OE: r=

0,478

p= 0,008), 14.000 Hz (OD: r= 0,706 p= 0,000; OE:

r= 0,563 p= 0,001) and 16.000 Hz (OD: r= 0.679 p= 0,000;

OE: r= 0,614 p= 0,000) for both ears. When the correlation

was researched between the time of profession and the

audiometric thresholds of high frequencies, we observed a

Chart 1. Average ± 1 standard deviation of the right and left

ears tonal thresholds in ATL for the frequencies of 500 Hz,

1000 Hz and 2000Hz (Average I) and 3000 Hz, 4000Hz and

6000 Hz (Average II). - ATL: Threshold Tonal Audiometry RE:

right ear LE: left ear.

Chart 2. Average ± 1 standard deviation of the tonal threshold

in AT-AF for the right and left ears. - AT-AF: High Frequencies

Tonal Audiometry RE: right ear LE: left ear.
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positive and significant correlation in the frequency of

16.000 Hz for both ears (OD:  r= 0.395 p= 0.031; OE: r=

0,381 p= 0,038). In the correlation between the daily

exposure to muse and the tonal thresholds, there was no

significant result confirmed.

Upon investigation by means of the Friedman’s test

of any frequency evaluated with a great affection, we

observed insignificant results.

By using the Wilcoxon’s test we compared the high

frequencies audiometric thresholds between the ears and

observed a significant difference between the ears in the

frequencies of 10.000Hz (p=0,017) and 11.200Hz

(p=0,009).

In the otoacoustic emissions test we tested the EOE-

T and EOE-DP and observed 26.7% (n=8) of absence of

EOE-T for OD and 23.3% (n=7) for OE. And the emissions

absence occurred mainly in the frequency range of 3 and

4 kHz, as described in Chart 3. in the EOE-DP research we

confirmed absence of emissions in 15 participants only in

isolated frequencies, with a higher prevalence of such

absence in the frequencies of 4, 5 and 6kHz, as shown in

Chart 4. Chart 5 shows the average amplitude of the EOA-

DP pursuant to the frequencies ranges researched.

DISCUSSION

In this study we investigated the musicians auditory

accuracy, where we could observe, before the results

obtained by means of exams, this population run a high risk

to develop hearing loss induced by high sound pressure

levels. The conventional audiometry results showed that

17% had PAIR suggestive audiogram, followed by 7% with

normal audiogram with incision and 24% of the sample

presented characteristics of a possible PAIR development.

Upon review of the threshold obtained in the

frequencies of 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz with the threshold

average of 3000, 4000 and 6000 Hz, according to

recommendations (16-7), we observed that the higher

frequencies thresholds average is more lowered than the

average of the thresholds found in the lowest frequencies

Chart 3. Prevalence of the EOE-T Absence according to the

frequencies reviewed. - EOE-T: Transient evoked otoacoustic

emission RE: right ear LE: left ear.
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(18-9). On AT-AF, although the average of the thresholds

found were of at most 11 dBNA, we could observe an

incision in the frequency of bilateral 12.5000Hz and in the

frequency of 14.000Hz in the right ear and such result is

similar to those in the literature (7). As shown in Chart 2, the

standard deviation of this review was described with high

values because the participants’ thresholds were obtained

with a great inter-subjects variability, that is, we found

thresholds within normality standard (minimum: 0 dBNA)

as well as the lowered thresholds (maximum: 65 dBNA) in

a certain frequency. Since the high frequencies audiometry

thresholds average is lower than the conventional

audiometry thresholds average, such result may suggest a

beginning of affection in such frequencies due to exposure

to high levels of sound pressure.

The positive and significant correlation found in the

relation of the participants’ age to the high frequencies

audiometric thresholds indicates that the older the

participant is the worse the audiometric thresholds are,

which confirms the literature data (20-1). As to the correlation

between the profession time and the high frequencies

audiometric thresholds, in which we obtained a positive

and significant correlation, we confirmed that the longer

the individual experience in this profession is, being

exposed to high levels of sound pressure, the worse is the

audiometric threshold (7, 18, 21).

In the EOAs record, the most notorious benefit is its

capacity to inspect objectively, and not invasively, the

external hair cells functionality.  This cellular receptor

important susceptibility to the viral and bacterial diseases

adverse effects, the genetic changes, external agents, such

as intense sounds, ototoxic and chemical drugs that damage

hearing is well known. The extraordinary selective and

sensitive property of “lesion location” from the responses

issued is what encouraged the researchers to develop such

procedures into methods of clinical utility for the approach

of the hearing process’ initial phases (22).

In this study, upon performance of the EOE-T

record we found 26.7% of absence for OD and 23.3% for

OE, and the frequencies of 3 and 4 kHz presented the

highest absence rate, as well as we found in the literature

(23). In the EOS-DP’s research we confirmed absence of

emission in 15 participants only in isolated frequencies,

with a larger predominance of such absence in the

frequencies of 4, 5 and 6kHz. This may indicate a greater

affection of external hair cells in the frequency range

between 3 and 6 kHz, probably due to the exposure of

these patients to high sound pressure levels (and”85

dBNPS) in the working place, which differ from the

literature statements (24).

The otoacoustic emission may be applied to auditory

conservation programs with proposal for early detection of

the hearing damage caused by occupational exposures

(22, 25-7).

In this work we confirmed that even in the absence

of auditory complaints, the audiometric thresholds being in

the normality range, the absence of EOE-T and EOE-DP

records are present such statement may indicate the

beginning of a PAIR, since their absence is more evident in

the highest frequencies, which are mostly affected by

noise exposure.

CONCLUSION

Before the statements of this study, we may conclude

in this population we could confirm: changes in the tests

carried out in the absence of auditory complaint; the test

of otoacoustic emissions both evoked by transient stimulus

and by distortion product offered a greater sensitivity in the

early detection of auditory changes; musicians run a

significant risk of developing PAIR. Hence the importance

of developing an auditory health program is critical to

satisfy this population.
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